
Hip hip hooray, summer is on the way! To celebrate the season, we've compiled 
a jam-packed issue full of the hottest fashion solutions for the warmer weather. 

We're talking sexy, splashy styles and must-have wardrobe essentials for brides 
and bridesmaids.

Ready, set… let's dive in!
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Our latest addition for sexy, lace-up 
enhancement and support.

Reusable 50 times or more.

Wear with or without laces!

SHE SHELLS ™
Sexy Lace-Up Enhancement

under a 
sheer top

SUMMER COLOR 
TRENDS

(for clothing)

Wear with all deep-plunge clothing. 
For freedom of movement!

Unique underwires for added support 
and shaping.

Reusable 50 times or more!

LOVELY LIFT ™
Comfortable lift and support!

sassy dress
bridal gown

1.

2.

We’ve created The Low Down
bra converter to lower the 

center of a bra's backband by up 
to 2 inches – perfect for low-back 
dresses and tops.

Simply slide over the bra’s 
 backband for an elegant 

addition to any low-back 
ensemble.

THE LOW DOWN  ®
Bra back converter

WEAR-A-BRA BOW
Decoratively mask your 
bra's backband

1 Low-Back Dress,
2 Fashion Solutions…

FULL

TRIANGLE

Our sexy lace-up adhesive swim top provides support, 
shaping and added cleavage when tightening the laces. 

Perfect for a backless, strapless tan. Reuse 50 times or more.  

She Shells can be worn with or without laces.

SHE SHELLS ™
Mermaid Fantasy!

(for swim)

Lightweight enhancement pads designed 
    to comfortably create a naturally stunning 

shape.

Adds fullness, lift, 
shaping and cleavage.

SWIM SHAPERS  ®
Covered Enhancers

Conceal unwanted defi nition  
 and nipple show-through 

in and out of the water.

SWIM PETAL TOPS®

Nipple Covers
CAMEL~NOT ™
Eliminate Camel Toe

An essential for all swimsuits and activewear. 
    A comfortable, contoured, wafer-thin insert 

attaches to clothing with double-sided adhesives.  

Prevents show-through, wet and dry.

crack 'n peel liner

Swim Companion Flash Tape
 is waterproof and keeps all 

swimwear and activewear in place. 

SWIM COMPANION 
FLASH TAPE  ®
the ultimate swim accessory

Keep breasts and 
dresses in place.

"Go ahead and take the plunge!"

A self-adhesive stick-on-bra, 
 perfect for deep-plunge, 

backless, strapless and sideless 
clothing. 

Includes clear double-sided 
tapes to keep clothing in place.

REVEAL BRA®

For deep-plunge & 
strapless fashions.

Will not fray 
when cut.

Keep heels looking 
like new.

Braza's Corset Extender expands any 
 10-to 13-hook corset for extra

breathing room. 

Invisible protection from 
 scratches, stains, nicks and 

scrapes.

CORSET EXTENDER
Add comfort to your corset

HEEL PROTECTOR STRIPS
Prevents unsightly looking heels

BridesmaidsBride

This product utilizes body heat 
to become sticky and stay in 

place. 

   Wear under low-cut and backless 
styles and sheer and clingy fabrics.

NO ADHESIVE! 
SILICONE TOPS
Nipple Covers

super-thin 
edges

TANJONG PAGAR
SINGAPORE

GARDENS 
BY THE SEA
SINGAPORE

MARINA BAY 
SANDS

SINGAPORE

KOTA TINGGI 
MALAYSIA

NEW YEAR'S EVE
SINGAPORE

JOHOR BAHRU
MALAYSIA

SHEIKH ZAYED GRAND 
MOSQUE ABU DHABI

JOHOR LAMA 
CROC FARM

PASIR GUDANG MALL 
MALAYSIA

SENTOSA SINGAPORE
SEAWORLD BURJ KHALIFA

150 STORY TOWER
DUBAI

SINGAPORE
CNY

CELEBRATIONMILAN CATHEDRAL

Botanical Wedding Summer Splash

Casual Chic

SWIM PETAL 
TOPS

LOVELY LIFT

THE LOW 
DOWN

NO ADHESIVE
SILICONE TOPS

CAMEL~NOT
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https://brazabra.com//
https://www.pinterest.com/brazabra/
https://www.facebook.com/BrazaBra
https://twitter.com/BrazaBra
https://www.instagram.com/brazabraofficial/
https://www.braza-bra.com/what-to-wear-under-there
https://brazabra.com/nipple-covers/no-adhesive-silicone-tops-reusable-nipple-covers/
https://brazabra.com/shoe-solutions/high-heel-protector-strips/
https://brazabra.com/bra-extenders/corset-extender/
https://brazabra.com/strapless-bras/reveal-bra-disposable-adhesive-bra/
https://brazabra.com/swim-essentials/swim-companion-tape-swimwear-adhesive/
https://brazabra.com/swim-essentials/swim-petal-tops-reusable-nipple-covers-for-swimwear/
https://brazabra.com/swim-essentials/camel-not-camel-toe-pads-for-swimwear/
https://brazabra.com/swim-essentials/swim-shapers-foam-bathing-suit-pads/
https://brazabra.com/swim-essentials/she-shells-reusable-stick-on-bra-swim-packaging/
https://brazabra.com/bra-extenders/the-low-down-low-back-bra-converter/
https://brazabra.com/bra-clips/wear-a-bra-bow/
https://brazabra.com/strapless-bras/lovely-lift-strapless-silicone-bra/
https://brazabra.com/strapless-bras/she-shells-reusable-stick-on-bra-braza-packaging/
https://brazabra.com/braza-wear-briefly

